Verbs

Support

Rewrite these sentences changing the tenses as shown.

1. I *paint* the door and then I *wash* the brush.
   - past perfect
   - past simple

2. I *see* my friend in the street.
   - perfect tense

3. I *hear* the thunder before I *go* to bed.
   - past perfect tense
   - past simple tense

4. I *was carrying* the heaviest bag.
   - future tense
UNIT 7  Verbs

Extension

Write a sentence about:

1. your favourite colour  Use the present simple tense.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

2. what you are having for lunch  Use the past progressive tense.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

3. a volcano  Use the perfect tense.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

4. a doctor  Use the past perfect tense.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

5. your pet  Use the future tense.
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

You can use other tenses in each sentence as well.